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Johnson’s unveils first major brand 
transformation in 125-year history

Johnson’s develops all-new generation of baby care products
KUWAIT: After 125 years, Johnson’s has
announced a complete transformation of its
brand and products in response to modern
parenting needs and preferences. The brand
surveyed more than 26,000 parents around
the world, including from the GCC, to ascer-
tain the most pressing requirements for par-
ents today, and has responded through the
delivery of a major evolution, both in terms of
product ingredients, and look and feel. 

Acknowledging that everything about par-
enting has changed in the past 40 years and
recognizing that a strong population of GCC
millennial parents are adopting new parenting
principles, Johnson’s developed an all-new
generation of baby care products that serve
the pressing issues of parents today. Labelled
“a new standard of gentle”, the transformation
focuses primarily on creating products for the
changing demands and expectations of young
mothers that have adopted a simpler, more
natural and eco-friendly approach to nurtur-
ing their children.

With more and more parents across mar-
kets such as Egypt, UAE, and KSA citing
product quality as their main concern for
babies, the response reaffirms Johnson’s’
commitment to delivering products built by
and for today’s modern parent. The Johnson’s
promise has always been to craft products so
mild that they can be used for every age and
stage of a baby’s life. But gentle goes beyond
what’s in the bottles; it is the heartbeat of the
brand. Choosing gentle is rooted in the insight
that parents want to create a better world for

their children, a world where every baby can
flourish.

“This is a proud and pivotal milestone for
Johnson’s,” says Vivian Nasamu-Odior,
Marketing Director of Johnson’s(r) Baby for
Africa, Middle East and Turkey. “We have tak-
en modern parenting and put it at the very
heart of our evolved Johnson’s(r) range. Each
product is carefully crafted to be the gentlest
it can be, while enhancing the connection and
experience between parent and child at every
stage of their development. We believe in a
gentle world and want to be gentle with our
children, their dreams and ambitions, which is
reflected in every aspect of our completely
new range and characterised by our five
promises”.

Complementing the new range, Johnson’s
communicated its five bold promises to
ensure a new standard of gentle through safe-
ty and innovation. The first and third promises
are to only use ingredients that serve a pur-
pose, and to be honest and open. New formu-
las are simpler and gentler, and are developed
to be even milder than before, boasting 100
percent total ingredient transparency. Using
more naturally derived and 50 percent fewer
ingredients, the new range is even kinder
without dyes and sulphates, and as always is
free of parabens and phthalates.

Knowing that parents in the region are
particularly concerned about the safety and
standard of their products and look for quali-
ty products they can trust, Johnson’s ingredi-
ent transparency and easier to read ingredient

labels offers parents clarity and reassurance
that they are choosing the best for their baby.
The second promise is to never stop raising
the bar when it comes to what’s best for your
baby. As leading baby skin care experts, they
partner with leading health authorities, scien-
tists, paediatricians and dermatologists to
understand the unique needs of babies at dif-
ferent stages of their development, and to
understand healthy baby skin. That research
informed the new range and new standards in

baby skin care.
Promise number four is to think like a par-

ent first. Johnson’s scientists are parents first,
which means they develop products with the
same care and rigor they would want for their
own children. This mentality is to ensure that
good enough is never quite good enough
when it comes to our babies. 

In addition, the new range is easier to use.
Several of the products offer creamier quick
lathering washes for easier rinsing, as well as

light, fast absorbing formulas, without the
greasy after-feeling, making it easier for par-
ents to handle their baby during bathing.
Recognizing that the Middle East climate
adds extra demands for baby’s skincare, the
new range offers improved conditioning
across the hair care range and the right
amount of moisturisation, without altering the
feeling of baby’s natural skin.

Bath time is also made easier to navigate
with the new Johnson’s. Ergonomic bottles
that prevent leaking are fitted with pumps for
convenient, one-hand use, allowing parents’
attention to remain focused on baby. The
Johnson’s transformation is underpinned by a
final promise: its fundamental mission to cre-
ate a world where every baby can thrive.
That’s why the Johnson’s line now ranges from
newborn to active baby, to kids. This includes
the new cotton touch collection blended with
real cotton, and the expanded ‘kids’ line
designed for an interactive, stimulating bath
time experience to help develop communica-
tion and social skills.

As fragrance helps create direct connec-
tion to memory and emotion, Johnson’s(r)
took the iconic fragrance that mother’s love,
and refreshed certain notes to specially create
a gentle scent that is even more precious,
helping parent and baby to bond.

Each product therefore goes beyond
cleansing and moisturizing - they turn
moments of care at every age and stage into
opportunities to strengthen baby’s connection
to their parents and the world. 

DUBAI: Dell Technologies has announced
that its Middle East, Turkey, Africa (META)
region is now being expanded to include
Russia, with the change coming into effect
immediately. The re-mapping of the CIS
markets follows Dell Technologies’ view
that these countries have similar needs and
customer requirements, leading to Russia
joining the digitally advanced markets in
the META region.

The region will be led by Mohammed
Amin, Senior Vice-President, Middle
East Russia, Africa & Turkey (MERAT)
and Boris Shcherbakov, Vice-President,
Russia will continue to lead the local
Russian business operations for Dell
Technologies, reporting to Mohammed.
As ICT continues to be a key driver of
socio-economic growth, Russia is accel-
erating its national digitization agenda
across both government and industry
and remains a key growth market for Dell
Technologies.

Combined with the need to stay ahead
of the digital maturity curve and compete

in a new world, companies in Russia are
also making a concerted push to transform
their business with technologies such as
multi-cloud; Internet of Things (IoT),
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Security -
segments in which Dell Technologies has
the broadest, industry-leading portfolio of
end-to-end solutions. 

Aongus Hegarty, President, EMEA
Commercial Business, Dell Technologies
said: “With the expansion of our META
business to include the Russian market we
are looking to increase the focus on this
important country and to better serve our
customers there. We look forward to con-
tinuing to build relevance and success for
our customers and partners under
Mohammed’s strong leadership and focus,
and of course with Boris’ continued
expertise in Russia, we are confident that
we will unlock new opportunities and con-
tinue building the momentum.”

Mohamed Amin, Senior Vice President
- Middle East, Russia, Africa, Turkey, Dell
Technologies said: “Russia is a market
with significant potential and is poised to
dramatically accelerate its adoption of
disruptive technologies in the coming
years. This is closely linked with trends we
are seeing within the META region as
well, so this change will allow us to extend
our growth strategy and business
roadmap to Russia. Within the META
region, we have also built in-depth experi-
ence and seen double-digit growth year-
on-year, while being the trusted partner of
choice to companies as they embark on
implementing their digital strategies. I am
humbled by the trust placed in me and
look forward to working closely together
with our Dell Technologies Russian team,
customers and partners.”

Dell Technologies adds Russia 
to its digitally advanced markets 

ThreatQuotient
launches META
operations in 
partnership with
StarLink
DUBAI: ThreatQuotient, a leading security oper-
ations platform innovator, today announced a
strategic partnership and value added distributor
(VAD) agreement with StarLink. According to
the terms of the agreement, StarLink will pro-
mote and distribute ThreatQuotient’s platform,
ThreatQ, through its extensive network of chan-
nel partners and solution providers across the
Middle East, Turkey and Africa.

The ability for organizations to continuously
ensure the security of their data and support the
business needs of their customers is becoming a
more critical factor of success; and the success of
cybersecurity strategies within an organization is
leaning more and more on threat intelligence to
relieve the workload that security teams are fac-
ing, and support organizations in making the
right choices for solutions to map and monitor
their risks in real time. ThreatQ’s security opera-
tions solutions will help enterprises stay ahead of
threats and will help StarLink’s customers handle
incidents more efficiently, and to determine with
more precision the measures they need to take to
reduce risk and protect their environment.

“Like many regions, there is a growing need in
Middle East, Turkey and Africa for strengthened
security operations and improved threat intelli-
gence management which is why ThreatQuotient
is excited to expand our footprint into these mar-
kets with the support of StarLink,” said Anthony
Perridge, VP of International at ThreatQuotient.
“We are confident in StarLink’s long term com-
petencies in cybersecurity through their exten-
sive portfolio of security solutions, a solid chan-
nel network, and years of expertise and market

knowledge. We look forward to joining StarLink’s
impressive portfolio of technology solutions, and
maintaining innovative, competitive programs
that drive efficiency for our mutual customers
and offer the highest  quality threat intelligence
tools available.”

Large and small threat intelligence teams ben-
efit by using ThreatQ to apply customer-defined
scoring of intelligence, quickly deploy threat data
to existing sensor grids, and cornerstone work-
flows to focus on time to detect (TTD) and time
to respond (TTR). ThreatQ also enables a shared
understanding across teams and tools within an
organization’s defense infrastructure. The plat-
form serves reactive use cases (responding to
events) as well as proactive use cases (anticipat-
ing threats, orchestrating and synchronizing
threat intelligence across systems), and supports
future use cases by adapting to changing busi-
ness needs. Leveraging an integrated self-tuning
Threat Library(tm), Adaptive Workbench(tm) and
Open Exchange(tm), ThreatQ has become the
foundation of security operations and threat
management systems across the globe.

Nidal Othman, Co-founder and Managing
Director, StarLink commented that “Even after
deploying multiple layers of security, organiza-
tions are continuing to fall victim to intrusions.
This is mainly due to having traditional methods
of security systems.  What is lacking is an
advanced security strategy.  This is where

ThreatQ’s Threat Intelligence Platform can help
enterprises accelerate their security operations
with a threat-centric approach.”  He added, “We
are looking forward to add value to this partner-
ship through our regional expertise and capabili-
ties and grow ThreatQ’s market share in this
region.”

ThreatQ enables teams to make a significant
leap forward in their current capabilities to man-
age intelligence by automating several historical-
ly manual, time-consuming and repeatable tasks,
saving customers a significant amount of time
and further augmenting their ROI. 

Mohammed Amin

Nidal Othman Anthony Perridge

Bangladesh ‘extremely 
worried’ over low 
male tiger population
DHAKA: A lower-than-expected population of male Bengal
tigers in the world’s largest mangrove forest has sparked fears
about the long-term viability of the endangered species in
Bangladesh, officials said yesterday. A poaching crackdown by
authorities in the Bangladeshi part of the Sundarbans man-
groves saw an increase in the big cat population from 106 to
114 four years ago, according to a census published in May.

But closer analysis of the data found the number of male

tigers was lower than the typical ratio of one male for every
three tigresses, with the figure now at one male for every five
females, officials said. “We are extremely worried. The stan-
dard ratio should be one male for every three female tigers,”
Jahidul Kabir, the government’s conservator of forest wildlife,
told AFP. “In the Sharonkhola range, we found only two males
against 19 female tigers,” he said, adding the future of the tiger
population in the Sundarbans could be at stake if the forest
continues to lose male tigers.

Authorities are planning to capture male tigers from other
parts of the forest and introduce them in the Sharonkhola
range, which is the densest tiger habitat in the mangroves. The
census was conducted on 1,656 square kilometers of forest
last year and used camera traps to count the big cats. The
Sundarbans, which also straddle parts of eastern India, is home
to some rare flora and fauna including Irrawaddy dolphins and

Bengal tigers, both declared endangered because of poaching
and loss of habitat. Alarm bells rang in 2015 when a census
found that only 106 tigers were living in the forest, less than a
quarter of the 440-strong population in 2004. Since the 2015
findings, authorities have undertaken a series of measures to
boost the number of Bengal tigers in the forest-one of the
world’s last remaining wild habitats for the big cats.   

As part of the measures, the size of the wildlife sanctuary in
the forest was more than doubled. An elite security force
launched a major crackdown against pirates-turned-poachers
active in the forest. Monirul Khan, a zoology professor and a
tiger expert at the state-run Jahangirnagar University, said he
believed poaching was behind the low male tiger numbers. “No
doubt this is a worrying trend. And the possible reason is poach-
ing,” Khan said. “Male tigers are aggressive and they cover big-
ger territory, which make them vulnerable to poaching.”—AFP

Climate change 
blamed for
deaths of Arctic
reindeer
OSLO: Some 200 reindeer have been
found dead from starvation in the Arctic
archipelago Svalbard, an unusually high
number, the Norwegian Polar Institute said
Monday, pointing the finger at climate
change. During their annual census of the
wild reindeer population on the group of
islands in the Arctic ocean, about 1,200
kilometers from the North Pole, three
researchers from the polar institute identi-
fied around 200 deer carcasses believed to
have starved to death last winter.

Ashild Onvik Pedersen, head of the cen-
sus, said the “high degree of mortality” was
a consequence of climate change, which
according to climate scientists, is happen-
ing twice as fast in the Arctic as the rest of
the world. “Climate change is making it rain
much more. The rain falls on the snow and
forms a layer of ice on the tundra, making
grazing conditions very poor for animals,”
she told AFP.—AFP


